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Stjepan Sejic continues the critically acclaimed Sunstone series with Volume 4. A classy, sexy, fun,

and emotional look at two women and the alternative lifestyle they live. It's all fun and games until

someone falls in love! But the fun and games carry on!
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Holy mother of god. I don't remember how my husband found volume 1, but I am eternally grateful

he did! This series is absolutely phenomenal, the characters feel like I could go visit them for drinks,

and the tension and beauty of the art is absolutely astounding.

I'd already read this online and am just in love with the story. The art is amazing and the story

on-point. Best BDSM romance I've ever read and the artwork itself looks even better on paper. I'll

definitely continue purchasing these novels.

I liked this volume as it seemed a natural and well thought out progression of the story and

characters but it felt like it spent a lot of time going nowhere. The previous volumes have done a

great job of picking a story and taking you from start to end at a steady pace but this issue lets you

know where it's going and never ever gets there. It steps into side tangents and a story within the

story without progressing the main plot. It's much longer than the other volumes and unlike the other

physical books it ends without resolution.



It's very adult. Covers the exploration of BDSM by two Lesbian's who meet over their love of

Bondage and Discipline. Portrayals as normal people with hopes and fears that enjoy the same

fetish. I'd highly recommend it for anyone interested in a loving BDSM relationship.

Stejpan continues his excellent series....Cleverly drawn, well-developed characters, and very sexy if

you're even mildly into the fetish/BDSM scene. Which is, BTW, explored very intelligently.Highly

recommended.

They're characters I really like (mostly), and the art is enticing - the long, lean ladies give just the

right mix of realism with comic-y style. It continues the story laid out in the first three volumes nicely,

with the new characters to keep the series fresh.But, as much as I've enjoyed many aspects of this

series, I might not be back. It's turned into more of a soap opera than I really enjoy: lots of emotional

interactions without much real action. It's the kind of thing you might like if you like that kind of thing,

but not everyone does. Me, for example.-- wiredweird

This series is awesome! You get to see real growth in the relationships of all the characters, it's

believable, and the flow is fun to follow. I also like that we get to see the story from multiple

perspectives, each with their own desires and fears, and get to see how they develop in the

narrative.Can't wait for book 5!

I love this series. The characters are very well developed, instantly grab your attention and hold on.

The subject matter is handled in a thoughtful and respectful manner. Alternative lifestyles are

presented in a clear way, and examined by several different points of view by different characters

within the book. If this were my lifestyle, this is how I would hope the people in my microcosm would

approach life. The relationships are portrayed in very a very real manner, with awkwardness and

fights getting as much attention as sexiness and romanticism. The respect paid to people of all

different walks of life is just tremendous. I know I repeated that point, but I did it on purpose: the

writers and artists should be commended for this portrayal.
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